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JULY 1, 2013
Empire State Development (ESD) oversees administration of the film and commercial production tax credits.
During the second quarter of 2013, the Film Tax Credit Program deemed 44 initial applications eligible to
submit a final application for credits. The data in this report is based on those 44 projects, which include 36
films, 3 pilots and 5 series totaling $121.2MM in credits.
ESD accepts initial applications on a rolling basis and reviews them when deemed complete. A preliminary
eligibility determination is made for all applications that meet the criteria set forth in statute and regulations
and applicants are invited to submit a final application once projects are finished. Note: Each quarter, a
number of initial applications are received that are either withdrawn or shift to a later quarter due to a
change in the projected filming start date. This report reflects new applications submitted during April, May
and June 2013.
INITIAL APPLICATION BY MONTH




Estimated tax credits in April 2013:
Estimated tax credits in May 2013:
Estimated tax credits in June 2013:

$61,702,561
$37,228,861
$22,322,773

INITIAL APPLICATION BY TAX CREDIT LEVEL
Once a project is completed, a final application approved and credits issued, the timing of credit claims are
based on the project completion date, the allocation year and the size of the credit allotted. The first year an
approved applicant can claim a credit is the taxable year in which the project is completed or the year
following the allocation year, whichever is later. Projects issued less than $1 million can claim the entire
credit in the first year. Credits in the range of $1 million to $5 million can claim the credit over two years
(50% each year); and, credits greater than $5 million must be claimed across three years (33% each year).
Below is a summary of the 44 applications received in the second quarter by size of credit request.
 Number of Projects with estimated tax credits; less than $1 million:
 Number of Projects with estimated tax credits; $1 million to $5 million:
 Number of Projects with estimated tax credits; above $5 million:

26 projects/ $5,911,724
9 projects/$22,256,1614
9 projects/$93,797,929

The projected completion dates for these 44 applications fall between the years 2013 and 2014.
ESTIMATED EMPLOYEES AND PROJECTED BUDGETS
The following chart shows the estimated number of employees, qualified costs and total New York budget
per project for the 44 projects approved in the second quarter of 2013. The figures shown in the column for
number of employees are head-count numbers, not full-time equivalents. Each job is weighed equally -whether it is one extra paid for one day of work or a security manager working 50 hours weekly for a full
month of production activity.
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